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Rationale 

 

Assessment practice allows the school to evaluate ‘how well children and learners progress 
from different starting points and the extent to which they achieve or exceed the standards 
expected for their age.’ 1   
 
Assessment is essential to pupils achieving their potential: it must be ‘accurate, consistent and 
robust, providing clear indicators of progress and next steps in learning.’ 1 
 
In setting out the guiding principles of formative and summative assessment practice, we are 
recognising the ‘importance of high quality formative assessment that is part of an aligned 
system of curriculum, assessment and inspection ….. assessment practices, which support 
depth and breadth in learning’.2   

 
 

Aims of this policy 

 To define best practice: ensuring national standardised assessment practice complies 
with legislation; that in-school formative and in-school summative is sustainable and 
useful in impacting on standards, and informing teaching and learning.  

 To ensure accuracy of the school’s assessment of pupils’ progress and attainment. 

 To ensure meaningful tracking of pupils’ progress towards end of key stage 
expectations in the new curriculum, and regular feedback to parents.3   

 

 

1. The Principles of Assessment  
 

  ‘teachers, practitioners and other staff have consistently high expectations of what 
each child or learner can achieve, including the most able and the most disadvantaged 

 teachers, practitioners and other staff have a secure understanding of the age group 
they are working with 

 assessment information is gathered from looking at what children and learners already 
know, understand and can do and is informed by their parents / previous providers as 
appropriate 

 assessment information is used to plan appropriate teaching and learning strategies, 
including to identify children and learners who are falling behind in their learning or 
who need additional support, enabling children and learners to make good progress 
and achieve well 

 except in the case of the very young, children and learners understand how to 
improve as a result of useful feedback from staff and, where relevant, parents, carers 

                                                 
1 Ofsted 2015 
2 Assessment Commission final report 2015 
3 DfE Assessment Principles April 2014 
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and employers understand how learners should improve and how they can contribute 
to this engagement with parents, carers and employers helps them to understand how 
children and learners are doing in relation to the standards expected and what they 
need to do to improve’  1 
 

2. Governance, management and evaluation of assessment  
 

 The headteacher has overall responsibility for assessment. 

 Subject leaders lead assessment practice in their subjects, having an overview of whole 
school practice. Co-ordinator time is used to develop good practice and monitoring 
through lesson observations, learning walks, book scrutiny and pupil voice.  

 With the appointment of additional staff members, as the school expands, due 
consideration will be given to the appointment of a dedicated assessment lead.  

 External moderation is welcomed and currently is provided internally, as a partnership 
and by the county.  

 External support has been commissioned to support data collection that is sustainable 
and informative. 

 All staff understand the importance assessment and its role in supporting teaching and 
learning, and in identifying the needs of vulnerable groups.  

 A programme of assessment points has been identified for each subject (appendix 2 St 
Blaise assessment strategies)   

 Formative assessment practice is the most important assessment tool for teachers as it 
is used on lesson-by-lesson basis. In-school summative and standardised practice is 
essential in finding out how pupils have retained learning over time and where pupils 
are in relation to national standards (further information in section 5). 

 Individual pupil’ progress and attainment is monitored and questioned carefully, 
looking for any anomalies in results. High expectations are achieved by setting high 
‘expected points progress’.  

 Subject leaders, HT and governors monitor groups’ progress: boys, girls, EAL, ETHM, 
PP, SEN, PP, SEND, most able; low, mid and high attainers. 

 Teachers plan work meticulously taking past learning as their starting point; work is 
planned to meet the needs of all learners through differentiated objectives and 
criteria, and through differentiated tasks and outcomes.  

 Pupils are assessed against objectives and agreed criteria, during and on a lesson by 
lesson basis; with feedback given on how to improve.  

 Pupil’ progress and achievement is communicated to pupils, parents and carers in 
terms of descriptive profiles; what pupils know, can do and understand. Numerical 
data is used for internal purposes.  

 Pupils not achieving expected outcomes are identified and supported with alternative 
learning strategies and intervention programmes. 

 

 

3. Assessment outcomes and how these are collected and used 
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 Pupils’ attainment is measured through continuous assessment, matched to the 
national curriculum requirements and age related expectations.  

 Formal assessments, at key assessment points at the end of terms, 2, 4 and 6, support 
continuous assessment in order to place pupils at one of four levels for their age 
related curriculum: emerging, developing, expected, mastery. 

 In exceptional circumstances, a minority of SEN+/EHCP pupils may be working at the 
year below. But there is no expectation that pupils will work on the curriculum a year 
above. 

 Numerical data will be used for internal tracking and monitoring (Integris).  
 

 Pupils will be assessed against objectives and agreed criteria rather than ranked 
against each other.  

 A programme of standardised tests (Reading - Salford, Spelling - Youngs, maths – 
Sandwell for KS1 and less able in KS2 and QCA) is in place to support formative 
assessment practice (see Appendix  2). 

 In-school summative assessments – HeadStart (maths) and PUMA (Reading) are used 
each term to inform integris.  

 Integris reflects Not as you know it targets in science and computing. maths, reading 
and writing are taken directly from the curriculum 

 
 

4. Monitoring teacher assessment 
 

 Assessment is part of the school development plan (SVM) and is reviewed regularly. 

 Questioning continues to be a focus for teacher development to ensure it is used 
effectively at the beginning, during and at the end of lessons to formatively assess 
what pupils know, can do and understand. 

 All staff have /or are/ receiving training in effective assessment practice: formative, 
diagnostic and summative assessment.  

 Staff meetings focus regularly on assessment practice: in order to share and evaluate 
good practice, as well as providing internal moderation.  

 We work alongside our Cluster colleagues to moderate pupils’ work, to ensure a 
consistent approach to assessment.  

 OCC moderate SATs testing, KS1, KS2 writing and phonics testing 
 

 

5. Different forms of assessment: in-school formative, in-school summative, nationally 
standardised summative 

 
Formative/Continuous Assessment Practice: 

Teachers assess each pupil’s progress against learning outcomes and success criteria on a 
lesson by lesson basis. These assessments inform planning and the next stage of learning for 
pupils. This is often called Assessment for Learning, AfL. These assessments may contribute to 
summative assessment practice and be recorded at any time on the Integris System. 
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In the first instance when planning work teachers look to previous assessments of what pupils 
already know, understand and can do, this information may come from previous formative or 
summative practice, from parents,  from previous providers eg  early years settings. 
 
Teachers and teaching assistants use questioning, marking, oral and written feedback whilst 
making formative judgements they do this by: 
 

 Checking pupils’ understanding systematically and effectively in lessons, offering 
clearly directed and timely support.  

 Giving feedback to pupils: feedback is age appropriate, increasing in complexity as 
pupils gain maturity and an understanding how to act on feedback given. Feedback 
may be written or verbal, and maybe by all staff members and peers. 

 Reflecting on lessons, the match and challenge of tasks to different groups of pupils. 
 
 
 
 

In –school Summative Assessment practice: 

Use of external assessments, standardised internal assessments, and moderated work, all at 
designated assessment points gives an overview of attainment in certain subjects and aspects 
of the curriculum. Please see appendix 2, which includes details. 
 
On-going, cumulative, data from these assessments informs teaching and learning and gives 
quantifiable information on attainment and progress. 
 
Additionally, monitoring practice and outcomes by subject leaders, the headteacher and 
external advisers, moderators and inspectors informs judgements through: lesson observations, 
planning and work scrutiny, learning walks and pupil voice. 
 
Nationally Standardised Summative Assessment Practice:  
  

Reception pupils GLD – Children are defined as having reached a good level of development 
at the end of the EYFS if they have achieved at least the expected level in: 

 The early learning goals in the prime areas of learning (personal, social and emotional 
development; physical development; and communication and language) and 

 The early learning goals in the specific areas of mathematics and literacy. 

The GLD measure is supported by a measure of the average of the cohort's total point score 
across all the early learning goals in order to also help to promote the attainment of all 
children across all the early learning goals. Further information can be found on the Early 
Years Foundation Stage (EYFS) webpage. 

Phonics Check near the end of year 1 – pupils not reaching the standard will retake this in Y2 
 
Key stage 1:  

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/2010-to-2015-government-policy-childcare-and-early-education/2010-to-2015-government-policy-childcare-and-early-education#appendix-2-early-years-foundation-stage
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/2010-to-2015-government-policy-childcare-and-early-education/2010-to-2015-government-policy-childcare-and-early-education#appendix-2-early-years-foundation-stage
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Teacher assessment in reading; writing; speaking and listening; grammar, punctuation and 
spelling; mathematics and science. Informed by test scores (assessment of writing informed 
by grammar, punctuation and spelling test; no test for speaking and listening and science). 
Results expressed by the performance descriptor a child most closely meets. 
 

Key stage 2: Externally set tests in reading; grammar, punctuation and spelling; and, 
mathematics. Science sample test continues. Teacher assessment of writing, reading, science 
and mathematics. These tests will reflect the new curriculum. Test results reported to pupils 
and parents as a scaled score. Writing assessment results reported through new performance 
descriptors. The results of the science, mathematics and reading teacher assessments 
expressed as whether a pupil has met the new expected standard.  

 
6. Reporting 

 National standardised tests: we are advised -Each paper will generate a raw score 
which will then be converted to a scaled score. This will then be used to determine 
whether a pupil has achieved the expected standard. It is recognised that as with all 
tests, pupils can achieve their marks in a number of different ways. If a pupil achieves 
the national standard this does not imply that the pupil has mastered all of the 
knowledge and skills indicated in the test performance descriptor.  

 Pupils’ annual reports will include results from the national curriculum as a scaled 
score and whether or not they met the national standard. 

 EYFS reports also inform parents and guardians as to whether a child has reached the 
ELG  

 Pupils’ annual reports are descriptive profiles, covering all aspects of the curriculum 
and social skills; they also include targets for learning. 

 
 

7. Partnership with Parents 

 Parents support for their children’s learning is seen as essential in raising attainment 
and progress. The school works hard to engage all parents, for example: through 
home-visits when pupils first start school, with informal meetings and workshops; 
additionally social and fund raising events are seen as important ways to get to know 
parents and put ‘hard-to-reach’ parents at ease. 

 Homework books provide an avenue for a two-way dialogue and are used successfully 
by the majority of parents. 

 Communication, whether written or spoken is always considered carefully to ensure it 
will be well-received.  

 To-date we have not had to consider translation or the use of translators. 
 A long term vision is to have a dedicated member of staff for family liaison.  

 
 

8. Secondary Transfer  
 

We work with our local secondary schools to ensure all informative records are passed on. We 
hope that they will use these records to good effect to ensure there is no drop-off in 
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attainment and progress in pupils’ first year (as national studies have shown).  Our assessment 
practice is rigorous and shows what pupils truly ‘know, can do and understand’: pupils are not 
taught to pass a test! 
 

9. Role of the Governing Body 
 
It is the role of the Governing Body to monitor and review this policy and its practices. In particular 
governors should through the Learning and Teaching Committee: 

 Analyse progress and attainment data of all pupils; with particular emphasis on the 
achievement of vulnerable groups (SEND, Pupil Premium, Ethnic Minority, EAL and Gifted and 
Talented). 

 Promote and Monitor the implementation of the SVM (School Vision Map), which includes 
Assessment and Ofsted action targets. 

 Ensure inclusion and equal opportunities for all pupils. 

 Receive reports from the headteacher and middle leaders on the effectiveness of assessment 
practice. 

  Ensure that staff development and performance management practices promote high quality 
assessment practice. 
 

 

10.   Review 

This policy is very much a working document, especially in the current situation of flux within 
assessment and testing nationally. Therefore it is open to change and restructure as and when 
appropriate.  

 
 
 

11.   Relevant Policies and Documentation  
 
This policy should be read in conjunction with these documents: 

 Learning & Teaching Policy 

 Special Educational Needs Policy   

 Inclusion Policy 

 Assessment Information Booklet for Parents  

 Schemes of work for all subjects 

 Learning and Teaching policy 
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 National Tests from 2017 

 

Key Stage 1 
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Paper title Description Time Marks Notes 
Phonics 
screening (Y1) 

40 word test 1:1 Approx 10mins   

Reading P1: Integrated reading and 
answer booklet 
 
P2: Reading booklet + 
separate answer booklet 

Approx 30 
mins 
 
 
Approx 40 
mins 

20 
 
 
20 

KS1 papers will be 
marked internally by 
teachers, using mark 
scheme. 

Maths P1: Arithmetic 
 
P2: Mathematical reasoning 
and problem solving 

Approx 20 
mins 
 
Approx 35 
mins 

25 
 
35 

Teacher marked as 
in Literacy.  
 

Key Stage 2 

English 
grammar, 
punctuation 
and spelling 

P1: Grammar, punctuation 
and vocabulary 
 
P2: Spelling – 20 words 

45 minutes 
 
 
Approx 15 
mins 

50 
 
 
20 

Questions in order of 
difficulty 
 
Aurally delivered by 
test administrator 

English 
reading 

P1: Reading booklet + 
separate answer booklet 
(1500 - 2300 words) 

60 minutes 
including 
reading time 

50 All written KS2 tests 
will be externally 
marked on screen by 
trained markers 

English 
writing 

Portfolio of work to show 
interim standards 

  Externally moderated 

Maths 3 separate test papers 
P1: Arithmetic 
P2: Mathematical reasoning 
P3: Mathematical reasoning 

 
30 mins 
35 mins 
40 mins 

 
40 
70 
80 

All are written test 
papers. 
No calculators. 

Science 
sampling 

3 components / 3 separate 
papers 
Biology 
Chemistry 
Physics 

 
 
25 mins 
25 mins 
25 mins 

 
 
22 
22 
22 

Schools select 1 paper 
from 5 versions in each 
component. 
In 2016 only elements 
common to old and 
new curriculum will 
be assessed from 
Y3/4 content area 
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Assessment strategies –  September 2017- July 18                                                                                                                      Appendix 2 

When What Reporting 

September 
(by end of 
full 1st week) 
Week 2 

All new pupils baseline assessments done – Salford, Young’s, QCA and Sandwell 
Check vulnerable learners reading scores – drop measured for reading 
BPVS (language/intelligence assessment) – New Recp 
Sandwell – Recp and any missed out pupils on action plans – check Taofeek, Owen, Olly and Cullen 

Handovers made – KG to MM 
Rachel to report new pupil data to 
RL 
 
Baseline measures for SVM 

September 
(By Wk4) 

RECP –Baseline assessment begins  – reading interview, name writing and sample of play based writing, Maths 
assessment, of pre-school home pack and any pre-school data. – EYFS baseline data agreed by end of Wk 4? 
Y1 – initial starting points phonics     Sandwell – Y1 
Curriculum Integris sheets and Not as You Know it Targets used constantly to record formative assessments 
All staff to know where pupils are regarding  
Phonics knowledge and spelling 
Times tables 
PE baseline data completed – fit for schools 

Baseline completed and reported 
complete paperwork as for 2016 
baseline 
 
 cohort tracker sheets to be 
updated regularly 
 
PE data sent to us 

2 Weeks 
before half 
term 
 

Y2 and Y6 SATS tests - 
Writing samples to be completed and used at moderation staff meeting 
Writing matrix to be completed 
QCA 

Summative Data to be entered on 
Integris by end of half term 
 
Staff to analyse data ready for pupil 
progress meetings – 
RL to report to Govs middle leader 
reports 

November Raise On line issued Summary for staff and governors 
December Phonics – all Y1, failed Y2/3 

EYFS profile updated – EYFS data in 
Y2 &6 – SATS papers - scholastics 
Interventions assessed (action plans) 
Update Integris data in by Friday week 6 – informed by Headstart materials 
PE data taken 

Update records – Integris 
Salford, Young’s etc fully integrated 
into pupil provision tracker 
 
PE data report published 
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RL to report data to governors first FGB after Christmas 
Mid Feb – before 
half term 

Y2 and Y6 SATS tests - 2015 
Writing samples to be completed and used at moderation staff meeting 
Writing matrix to be completed 
 
Curriculum Integris sheets and Not as You Know it Targets used constantly to record formative assessments 
All staff to know where pupils are regarding  
Phonics knowledge and spelling 
Times tables 

Data to be entered on INtegris by 
Monday of following week 
 
Staff to analyse data ready for pupil 
progress meetings –  
Week after – snapshot parents 
meetings  (including data sheet) , 
RL to report to Govs (L&T) 

Feb half term EYFS profile updated – all data on system  

Mid-March Salford – whole school Sandwell – whole school – week before Easter – SEN data gathered and interventions assessed 
EYFS data in before Easter 
Science assessments in Science week 
Update Integris data in by Friday week 6 – informed by Headstart 
Phonics test Y1 and failed Y2/3 
QCA 
RL to report data to governors first FGB after Easter 

Report to governors – middle 
leader report to governors 
SEN governor – report on 
interventions, update provision 
map 

April Y2 and Y6 SATS tests - 2017  

May Standardised Y6 tests – reading and maths, on-going writing – paper and TA (moderated by cluster) 
Update EYFS 
Phonics tests 

Submitted to Gov. 

June 
Term 3b 
week 2/3 

Standardised phonics screening – Y1 and  Y2 retakes 
On-going TA – use of Not as You know it targets and Integris 
Writing samples to be completed and used at moderation staff meeting 
Writing matrix to be completed 
QCA 
Update Integris data in by Friday week 6 – informed by PUMA and PIRA testing – summaries on school reports 
RL to report data to governors first FGB after Summer  

Data to be entered on OPT by 
Monday of following week 
 
Staff to analyse data ready for pupil 
progress meetings- data files 
complete. 
Data to be entered on report 

July Update Integris data in by Friday week 6 – informed by Headstart 
Final handover assessments checked and presented to next teacher with discussed targets for following year. 
Salford – whole school Sandwell – whole school 

Report on Summer data to 
governors, middle leader reports 
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EYFS profile updated 

New Pupil   Call data in (Sims) – Within two weeks:*Maths assessment – SATS Sandwell  *Phonics level    * Writing activity – postcard about holiday that they will have just had   

*Reading – Oak interview, reading test for Y1 and book band, rest - past reading comp (previous terms) Salford reading and comp 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


